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A Hale and Hearty Hello
I missed the HPD shoot. We took our daughter and granddaughters
to Monterey for the weekend. Rickey and I tried that back in June for
our 50th anniversary. Rickey got a bit of food poisoning, so we came
home and missed our original trip.
If you haven’t ever driven the 17-mile drive along the coast through
Pebble Beach you should. Between the ocean, seashore, and the
mega million $$$ homes it’s an experience.
For the ROOP shoot we had only 10 shooters. We had several club members attend the
Chorro Valley shoot at Morro Bay. They had 250 shooters. Great location for a shoot and it’s
become one of the go to shoots for California. Because of the heat and the poor air quality
they only shot 4 stages.
One never thinks the forest or brush fires will affect them. Our daughter’s office building in
Greenville is gone along with the rest of the entire town. The fire came within 1 mile of her
home. They evacuated Quincy so we had her, 2 friends, 5 dogs and 6 horses living with us
A
for 2 weeks. The fire was heading for her house, but the wind shifted, and it went another
direction. The lesson learned here is have an evacuation plan.
ROOP County Days is a month away. We would like to see more club members singing up.
This is the 25th anniversary shoot. We also have the Nevada State Wild Bunch match the
beginning of that same week. Try to attend one of them.
That’s it for now.
Ike
El Jeffe Supremo
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Howdy Y’all,
Well, we shot HPD on Sunday, the first of August and it
turned out to be a durn good match. We used the Red Shirt
Gunfighter stages from a couple of years back and they worked
out well. The weather was warm but not too hot.
We had 15 enthusiastic shooters. JJ won the match with
Reno Slim and Wylie Fox coming in a very close second and third.
We had three clean shooters: Deadeye Dick, Blackjack Slim and
Redeye Hull.
HPD next month will be part of the 25th Roop County Days.
Get your application in ASAP! It’s going to a great match offering
Wild Bunch, Long Range and Side matches and the Main Match
two day cowboy shoot. The match fee also includes the Saturday
night banquet.
As a side note, The Big Reno Show is 20-22 August and,
according to the website, it’s in the Nugget Casino in Sparks. But
check before you go, the virus may change everything again.
Georgia Blue

All,
We had an extremely dangerous and potential deadly safety
infraction at long range on Saturday July 31st. We are not going to go
into the details of the infraction because its now water under the
bridge. Because of what happened we have a few new rules and old
rules that need to be revisited and these rules will be strictly enforced!
1) No one is permitted to be on or shoot on any of our ranges
without a board member or an individual approved by the board
in attendance.
2) All long-range shooters are required to check in at the cowboy
range before going out to long range. We will have someone at
long-range to help remind you of this rule until we are use to it.
3) In the morning all firearms are to remain cased until the range is set up and all
individuals setting up have returned to the line. The range officer will then call the
range safe and firearms to the line.
Infractions of these rules will result in the shooter being expelled from the range for the
day. A second infraction will result in the shooter being banned from any further
activities on our range until addressed by your board of directors for reconsideration.
It’s too bad we need these rules but it has now become necessary for the safety of
our members and guests. We need to remember that these rules were written for the
safety of all. These new rules have been approved by your board and will be
implemented immediately. Look for them to be posted at the pavilion and long-range
shade cover.
We had a small shoot for our Aug ROOP monthly match. 12 souls came out to brave
the heat and I think most had a really good time I know I did!!!
Pasco had some interesting stages for us to shoot with quite a bit of thinking involved
in a couple of stages. It ls hard to try to write stages that are fresh because most of us have
been doing this a long time and seen a lot of different stage writers try all kinds of crazy stuff.
All in all we need to thank those who take the time from their busy lives to entertain us with
their stage writing even if we don’t care for a stage or two that are presented to us to shoot.
Speaking of stage writers we don’t have the calendar filled up with people to write
stages for us for the rest of the year. See Georgia Blue or me if you want to help fill the void.

ROOP County Days are upon us and we need your help. Our dear friend Imus is under
the weather and he and Patience Myazz had to back off with their help with side matches.
We are in need of more help. See Ike or me if you can lend a hand. Most of the other jobs
have been filled and I think its going to be one of our better matches!! If you haven’t signed
up to shoot the match time is growing short. Get those apps into Dutch and join the fun!!!!
That’s about all for now; it’s back to the kitchen for me.
See you at the match,
Jasper

